The bird I got from the quiz is a Robin
Basic facts
Size: 13-14 cm head to tail
Weight: 16-22g
Wingspan: 20-22cm
Image:

1) Robins are related to blackbirds and nightingales since they are
all part of the ‘thrush’ family.
2) Robins are known as the national bird of Great Britain
3) It is also known that American male robins sing the most
beautiful songs out of the other birds.
4) They are often the last birds singing as the sun sets.
5) The difference between male robins and female robins is that
female robins are more duller.
6) Now the robins are safe as they are protected in the U.S because
of the Migratory Birds Act. This is good news because in the
past, it was known that they were hunted for their meat.
Interesting Fun Strange Real facts (I hope)
1) Young Robins do not have red breasts and only grow their red
feathers after finishing their first moult. Info for me: Moult is
when birds shed their feathers, skin or hair for new growth.
2) Apparently, people are most likely to see 2 robins together
when they are mating.
3) Apparently, you are most likely to see the same robin in your
garden because they are loyal? to their food sources.

4) Female robins eat the shells of their hatched eggs for extra
calcium…
If these facts aren’t true, my bad.
The recording of the birds I heard in one morning:
- If you are looking for the recording, it would be in the other file
of the adding homework section
- Recording no. 1
a. It was taken around lunch (maybe 13:30) in my garden.
b. I honestly couldn’t find as many bird sounds around my area at
least when I was outside.
c. There were many small high pitched sounds but it felt like it was
only two types of birds or even one. If I had to be imaginative,
it felt like a conversation because the sounds were like chirping
after each other.
- Recording no. 2
a. This was taken around lunch as well but at 11:50 in my garden.
b. I heard a variety of birds singing; some with a specific rhythm,
some with higher pitched notes, some with lower pitched notes,
some long or some short.

